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The advent of time travel was far less dramatic than 
all the old science fiction movies and comic books 

had led us to believe. Mainly because you could only go 
three minutes into the past and only for 33 seconds. It 
was a novelty. A gadget to buy to say you had it. As with 
most modern gadgets, Apple developed the first one. 
They, predictably, called it iTime. It looked like a thinner, 
longer iPad and cost about as much. Also predictably, 
Google came out with a cheaper, better version about six 
months later. They called it Google Time and it sent you 
back 33 minutes where you stayed for about three and a 
half minutes. A few third party developers got involved 
after that, their scientists and engineers tinkering until 
they eventually developed the current models that can 
take you back exactly three days from the present where 
you linger for 33 minutes.

Scientists seem pretty convinced this is the furthest 
they’ll ever be able to send us. Travel into the future is 
still not possible and has hit a roadblock so big, no one 
is really working on it anymore. The limit on how far 
back we can travel has to do with the nature of time, the 
realization of which was the catalyst for the discovery of 
time travel. Time is a part of our physical world and not 
just a concept. Before, we had only really been able to 
measure time, but now, we are beginning to analyze and 
quantify it as a part of physical space. However, there is 
a limit. Just as mass is theorized to turn into energy at a 
certain speed, time becomes rigid the longer it sits. Time 
begins almost fluid and then hardens the longer it exists. 
It makes me wonder if time in the far past is brittle. Maybe 
it falls away. Perhaps that is the beginning or ending of a 
universe.

So now, a person can travel exactly three days into the 
past for 33 minutes. When they return, it is 33 minutes 
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ahead of when they left, so you can’t just go back to the 
same 33 minutes over and over again. The time is constantly 
hardening; the wall is constantly pushing us forward. 
This, of course, takes some of the fun out of time travel. 
No one can go back in time and kill Hitler or find out if 
Jesus was really a magical deity or just a nice Jewish kid 
with a hammer. And there are other disappointments that 
come with such short distances in time travel than just not 
being able to do all the things people theorize about while 
high. More personal disappointments. Time travel inspired 
a yearning for further time travel because now, people’s 
secret desires were tantalizingly within reach.

Thoughts ranging from:
“I would have done high school so differently.”
“I wouldn’t have married my first or third husband.”
“I would have majored in something besides 

philosophy. Shit, did he say he wanted fries with that?”

To:
“I would stop myself from getting in that car.”
“I would tell her I love her one more time.”
“I would have had the abortion.”

Unintentionally, time travel had caused regrets to 
deepen and a frustration with time had developed. No 
one could “let come what may” anymore, although some 
of us never could. So really, everyone was just contracting 
the neurosis some of us had wrapped ourselves in way 
earlier than three days ago. Too far back to fix.

Traveling through time is a very confusing and 
disorienting experience. It’s not like in the movies. You 
don’t get into a DeLorean and travel back and have fun 
adventures you remember your whole life. In fact, most 
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time travel no one remembers vividly at all. Everyone has 
tried the same experiment at least once:

Step 1. Your friend stands right in front of you with 
their device.

Step 2. They say, “Ok, don’t take your eyes off me; 
don’t even blink!”

Step 3. You say, “I won’t! I won’t!” and you both have 
this wild, exuberant look in your eyes. You’re going to do 
it. You’ll be the first to watch and actively remember time 
travel. You’re going to experience it just like Hollywood 
had portrayed in the movies.

Step 4. Your friend presses the button.

The result of this experiment is always the same. 
There’s a fuzzy shift and then your friend is there, but 
you don’t really remember if they were gone or where 
they went. It’s like when you’re walking down a road and 
feeling someone behind you and eventually they catch 
up, and your friend is walking next to you and it isn’t 
startling because you felt her coming, but you can’t really 
say precisely when she arrived. And it always happens 
like that. No one has reported a clear, lucid, sequential 
experience of watching someone travel back and forth 
in time. When you’re in the past, everything is crystal 
clear for the person traveling. But then, when you phase 
back, everything contains just a faint hint of being off-
balance. Your vision is blurry and you’re a little dizzy 
and then everything stabilizes and you don’t really know 
where you were or what you did but the device is in your 
hand. After a few times you know that feeling means 
you were traveling. The only way I know things are clear 
when someone is in the past is by capturing first-hand 
experiences from people who have traveled. They say 
that to them, everything is moving like reality should. 
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Of course, I don’t know how many of them I’ve talked to 
because the memory of them fades after a few weeks. 

That’s how we know it works though, because there 
are people from the future around us all the time. One of 
my favorite time traveler encounters was last week, and I 
hope the humor pins it in my brain so it becomes a lasting 
memory, but I don’t really know how it works. Maybe 
we just forget everyone if they aren’t there to constantly 
remind us. I was in the produce section at the grocery 
store and this guy kept looking at me. He was flashing 
me the look-how-charming-I-can-be-with-just-a-single-
glance eyes. I was debating whether I was going to give 
up on my pursuit of the cute stock guy for this new more 
receptive conquest when an exact copy of him ran in and 
whispered something in his ear. His eyes grew really wide. 
He dropped his basket in the middle of the aisle and ran 
out with his future self. I just chuckled and thought, What 
could I have possibly done in three days, anyway?

Another experience I had a while back that I will 
always remember was a fight between my mother and I 
(because, of course, any scientific breakthrough can be 
used by angsty teenagers to cause conflict). It was back in 
high school and I had gotten a really, really terrible hair 
cut. I pleaded with my mother to let me stay home from 
school:

“I can’t go like this!” I wailed, “Everyone will make 
fun of me! Just let me stay home from school for the next 
three days and then I’ll go back, tell myself not to get the 
hair cut, and then I’ll go to school these three days. So, in 
reality, I will have gone during the three days off.”

My mother replied, “No, you’ll go to school these three 
days, and then if you go back and change it, you’ll forget 
all about the teasing. Maybe the faint hint of character 
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built in you by the adversity will linger.”
“That’s literally dumb,” I said, which was the height 

of my capacity for cogent debate at the time. In the end, I 
went to school those three days and then, on the third day, 
I was busy and forgot to travel back in time. Everything 
worked out; I figured out a way to style it so it wasn’t so 
heinous, I guess. 

The existence of time travel also added a whole new 
layer to common, everyday experiences. Deja vu went from 
a weird feeling to a proven possibility. The disorienting 
effects made this even more profound. Have I done this 
before? Did I get hit by that truck? How did it play out? 
How did I handle it? Well obviously not well because I 
came back to change it. Do I know him from somewhere? 

The concept of reality has changed for me around all 
of this. The best way I can visualize what is happening to 
time is like a tomato plant. There is a main stock and it 
grows these fine hairs from the bottom up. These hairs are 
actually roots. If the stock is cut, and a portion with these 
hairs is planted, it’ll grow into a whole other plant. But 
more often than not, they just sit there and eventually wilt 
away and fall off. So, time has a main line running along 
space, but now that we’ve discovered time travel there are 
these other little stocks of realities that existed but weren’t 
allowed to form roots. They have the same origin, but only 
one continues to grow while the others just stay as faint 
possibilities tethered to the larger stem: the present that is. 
These roots are like u-turns. They are reality but not this 
reality. They are made from this reality and would have 
occurred had we not turned back. Are we just the cut of a 
stock of the cut of a stock of the...you get the picture.

All of these faint alternate realities make me wonder 
what will happen as we continue to use this technology. 
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These pasts are real and actually happened, but they are like 
echoes following you through life. Other people and other 
things would be in the same spot I am if a different root 
had taken hold. And as we go back more and more, the 
number of echoes and shadows increases and the number 
of physical possibilities existing in each and every space 
grows. How long will it be until the sheer amount of the 
tiny sucker roots makes them weigh more than the stem? 
How long until the echoes drown out the voice? How long 
until reality becomes a piece of paper that has been written 
on and erased from so many times that it becomes too thin 
and crumpled and all that is on it is a smudge of graphite 
and the chaos of impressions left by millions of pencils? 
How long until…

Wait, what was I saying?
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